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The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers (twinned with Bangkok Hash House Harriers) 

R-ns/trash #200 January 2014 

Find us on  or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/ 
All r*ns are on Mondays meet at 19.30 for 19.40 start unless stated.  

All directions/ timings are approximate and start from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction unless stated). 
DATE #NO ON ON REF HARES  

6th January 2014  1855 Green Man, Horsted Keynes  RH17 7AS  Keeps It Up & Wildbush 250th 

Directions: A23 north to A273 then B2112 through Ditchling to Haywards Heath. B2028 through Lindfield then right on Park 

Lane over bridge. Pub 2.5 miles on right. Est 30 mins. 

13th January 2014  1856 The Dragon, Colgate  232 328 Bogeyman & Roaming Pussy 

Directions: A23 north to Pease Pottage. Right off roundabout past services, right again on to Horsham Road. Pub on left 2 

miles. Est 25 mins. 

20th January 2014  1857 Saddlescombe Farmhouse  272 115  St. Bernard 

Directions: A27 west to first exit. Right at roundabout back over A27. Straight ahead at next roundabout. Turn right in dip 

after 2 miles. Est 10 mins. 

27th January 2014  1858 The Partridge, Partridge Green  

189 193   Bouncer 

Directions: A23 north past Pyecombe & next left on A281. Stay on A281 

through Henfield, over river and next left B2116. Pub on right 1.5 miles. Est 

20 mins. #### BURNS HASH #9 #### Tartan/ Scottish themed fancy 

dress r*n and après! Advance booking essential, £5 deposit to Bouncer asap. 

Thinking caps on for cabaret pieces. 

3rd February 2014  1859 Fox & Hounds, Haywards Heath (2nd attempt!)  337 218  Rik Psychlepath 

Directions: A23 to A273 over Clayton Hill. Right on B2112 through Ditchling. Straight across Ditchling Common and Wivelsfield 

roundabouts. Pub on left approx 1 mile. Est 20 mins. 

RECEDING HARELINE: 
10/02/14 Neville, Hove – Pat’s 250th 

17/02/14 Royal Oak, Newick – Dave & Matt 

24/02/14 TBA - Kit & Dutch Dave 

 

CRAFT H3 #66 – 17/01/14 Lindfield crawl starting from Burrell 

Arms, Haywards Heath – Bogeyman There will be a P trail to pub 

#2 but for the benefit of late arrivals it’s the Witch Inn! 

Henfield H3 11.30am 19th January The Ship, Wildbush & Keeps 

It Up – Contrary to certain rumours this is not a joint hash with 
W&NK H3 as they don’t do joint r*ns. It just happens to be from 
the same pub at the same time on the same date, with the same 
hare and probably over the same trail. 

Thought for the day: For all those on a new year sabbatical:  

Undeniably pleasant as it is to drink the beer, there is also great 

satisfaction when it leaves. 

 

 



BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES 
Burns hash #9 is here!  

Please get names etc. to Bouncer with a £5 deposit and your 

preference of meat haggis, veggie haggis or menu option (not sure 

what this will be just yet but probably roast from Sunday). Can 

anything top Charlie & Matts sword dancing from last time? The 

gauntlet is thrown for everyone to come up with something to 

entertain us all, not necessarily Burns related but with a Scottish 

theme/ cultural angle. And if anyone wants to actually recite some 

Burns better start practicing! 

Meanwhile: Auld Lang Syne became the song to sing on New Year’s Eve 
because of a Canadian singer called Guy Lombardo. For decades (1929-

59), Lombardo performed a live broadcast from the Roosevelt Hotel in 
New York City on New Year’s Eve. Each year, his orchestra, the Royal 

Canadians, would play Auld Lang Syne as part of the celebration. Thanks 
to coverage of the event on radio and then on television, the song became a New Year tradition. 

A little tip for all my Scottish friends, you can use your 1986 calendars again this year. 

ononononononononononononononononononononononononononon 

2014 UK ALTERNATIVE TO INTERHASH – Friday 14th to Sunday 16th February 2014 

Registration forms online: http://www.guernseyhhharriettes.org.uk/node/39 More info: Agent Orange onzeonze@suremail.gg 
Already booked from BH7 are Angel, Bogeyman, Bouncer & Roaming Pussy. 

ononononononononononononononononononononononononononon 

Sussex CAMRA branches Beer Festival – 6 – 8 March 2014 - Tickets will be on sale from 13th January for all sessions 

(Thursday 5 - 11pm £5; Friday 11am – 3pm £4; Friday 5 - 11pm £8; Saturday 11am – 3pm £5; Saturday 5 – 10pm £6) from the 

following outlets: Evening Star, Brighton; Beer Essentials, Horsham; Bell, Hove; Gardeners Arms, Lewes; Stanley Arms, 

Portslade; Buckingham Arms, Shoreham; Selden Arms, Worthing. In past years CRAFT H3 have gathered for the Friday evening 

session, but there’s a possibility that SLASH H3 will be going to the Saturday afternoon session following a short hash. 

ononononononononononononononononononononononononononon 

Hash Relay – May 2014 - Provisional date is 17th May, however, 24th could also be a possibility as we try and leave a 2 week 

gap before the 100 relay which isn’t until 7th June this year. That said, when the year ends in 4 we usually do the alternative 

Round Sussex route as a fund raiser for Lorna Elwick, so can be flexible with the date! Let Phil know preferences asap and 

hopefully some more definite info for your diaries will appear next month. 

ononononononononononononononononononononononononononon 

New Years resolution? Park run reminder!  

Last January I stuck a piece about parkrun in the trash: Parkruns are a weekly timed 5k event held every Saturday morning at 
9.00am. All parkruns are free but you must do a one-off free advance registration at www.parkrun.org/uk/register.aspx. Once 
registered there is no commitment to run; it’s completely in your hands when and where. Just turn up at any one of the 100’s of 
parkrun events across the country, with your barcode, which is scanned with your finishing tag at the end for your time.  

With fitness resolutions back on the agenda I cannot recommend it highly enough as a way of getting yourself out the door 

early on a Saturday to blow away the cobwebs or hangovers in the company of 100’s of like-minded folk. Volunteers are always 

appreciated if you’re injured, to help with marshalling, timekeeping, handing out 

tags etc. and you can then abuse your body all you like having done your work early! 

Since last year new local parkruns have started up in Preston Park, Brighton and 

Clair Park, Haywards Heath, to add to those existing at Hove Park, Eastbourne and 

Tilgate. Louis Taub has recorded victories at Clair Park and Milton Keynes, Sarah 

continues to close in on 200 runs, and Tim on 100, I’ve passed the 50 mark and Mike 

Cockcroft is just one away, while Dave ‘La Pipe’ Harvey recently became the first 

runner in Sussex to reach 250 parkruns earning the coveted gold printed jacket in 

the process. I’m also claiming most travelled hasher having run 10 different parkrun 

events including Workington on the edge of the Lakes; Braunstone in Leicester; 

Whitstable; Isle of Wight; and St. Albans, as well as the first runs for 4/5 Sussex 

parkruns! My OCD is being fed, how about yours?! 

ononononononononononononononononononononononononononon 

35th anniversary ale trail shirts - Thanks for all your patience with the ale trail t 

shirts and other memorabilia, and apologies for the length of time it’s taken to get 

this sorted! I have the final batch of shirts, although the sweat shirts have yet to 

be overprinted, so just grab me for what your owed! One of the shirts disappeared 

for a couple of weeks, but I’m happy to report that this has now been located, 

having somehow ending up in the hash carrier bag!  Bouncer 



 
This is a short story indeed but it is just too delicious to not give it airtime. The UK has decided that all ISPs must deploy 
opt-in pornography filters: so that children are not by chance or mishap exposed to “legal hardcore porn” in the words of 
the Prime Minister, David Cameron. This is, as you are obviously aware, as a result of a campaign by the usual suspects to 
insist that teenage boys and hashers looking at naked people is going to bring about the very fall of our civilisation. 

What the campaign and the campaigners forget of course is that the internet tends to route around censorship. So it only 
took 24 hours for a Chrome extension to be released that entirely bypasses all such filters. And they also were unaware 
that creating an effective filter is actually quite difficult. You can’t just block every site that includes the words “sex”, or 
“porn” or “rape” because there are many sites that use such words but which are not pornography. Which leads to this: 

But the changes have led to internet users being denied access to a wide range of organisations including child protection charities, 
women’s charities and gay rights groups. Among institutions that have found themselves subject to the blocks are the British Library 
and the National Library of Scotland. 

The opt-in filters also deny access to the Parliament and Government websites and the sites of politicians, including Claire Perry, the 
MP who has campaigned prominently for the introduction of filters. 

Given what they do with our money I suppose you can indeed decide that Parliament and the Government are forms of 
pornography. But it’s that blocking of Claire Perry’s site that is just so joyous. For of course the blocking has come as a 
result of her using that very same site to campaign in favour of the filtering. Leading to her site having a heavy usage of 
the words “porn”, “sex” and the like and thus being taken to be itself pornographic. 

And I think that’s a much better joke than anything you’re likely to see in the trash later today. 

Ring out the old...Ring out the old...Ring out the old...Ring out the old...    

 



RING IN THE NEW...RING IN THE NEW...RING IN THE NEW...RING IN THE NEW...    

    
THESE sexy kilt-wearing waitresses have turned a chain of Scots-themed bars into a US phenomenon. Dazzled punters eye the 

scantily-clad tartan babes while swigging beers like Tennent’s and Belhaven and listening to bagpipe tunes in the Tilted Kilt 

boozers. Competition has become healthy with the long established Hooters to get the best girls, earning the chains the 

wonderful nickname of ‘Breastaurants’! 

ononononononononononononononononononononononononononon 

An Irishman and a Scotsman were lying side by side in a hospital ward, tubes coming out of their throats and equipment 

everywhere. The Scot looked over at the Irishman and said "Jock" pointing to himself. The Irishman looked over at the 

Scotsman and said "Paddy" pointing to himself. 2 minutes later, the Scotsman looked over at the Irishman, pointed at himself 

again and said "Cancer"! The Irishman looked over at the Scotsman, pointed to himself and said "Capricorn"! 

 



REHASHING REHASHING REHASHING REHASHING ––––    check out the website for actual r*n routes!    

#1850 Ye Olde Smugglers Inn, Alfriston, Mudlarks Nigel, Kit etc.  

So sorry that those from west of Lewes had a torrid time on the roads 

tonight. You missed a fantastic hash.. A beautiful evening, well marked 

route, wholesome food and free flow drink....well that's how I remember 

it after two cups of Kit's 'special' mulled wine at the sip...  Red Slapper 

When it got to 7.40 and we were only at Falmer with no sign of it easing, 

radio announcing A27 shut, and police cars carving through we opted for 

the Swan and had a very pleasant run round Stanmer Park led by Ivan. 

Typical Ivan run though, not enough checks!  Bouncer 
Yes it was a pity lots of you missed it. Many thanks to Nigel and Prof for 

a lovely Christmas-themed hash ..... some of us made to the three 

churches and certainly enjoyed the mulled wine!  Black Stockings 

We did get there but it was 8.30 so Cooperman and I did a shorter version of the Hash whilst Chopper went straight into the 

pub. Enjoyed what we did do and the rest of the evening was good.  Who’s Shout? 

#1851 Gardeners Arms, Sompting Annes 500th with Ivan 

Although Anne had quietly informed us this was her 500th hash, Ivan seemed to take charge, filling our tiny minds with words of 

wisdom before the off, few of which actually took hold. It was good to see Airman back out after his recent spinal op and a 

quick chat in the pub revealed that he was contemplating a stroll down to the New Sussex Hotel. I flippantly said “Sounds good, 

might even join you”, which came back to haunt me a few minutes later when Chris asked what I was doing walking with them as 

Bob thought I was joining him. Doh! Crossing at Ivan Lyons farm we carried on along the A27 westwards in search of gold when 

we spotted Phil & Don coming back towards us having missed the turn, closely followed by the rest of the hash! Pack soon 

disappeared over the horizon and we trudged along in their wake, getting ever more panicky about the lack of options. Finally 

something appeared and we headed down to see torches crossing our path, where a mischievous on on to encourage the back 

walkers had plenty of hashers thrown. Slight confusion at one point where the tissue had been removed but Chopper knew the 

way and Anne had waited back to point us on. Still managed to get lost again within 5 minutes to see the rest of the walkers 

again coming back. Back on track there was a fine celebratory sip stop with whiskey or wine but time was wanting so we tarried 

but briefly before heading in. There was a lot of activity in the pub with parties, locals, as well as hash grub, ale trail t-shirts 

and Christmas party talk so it was a miracle we actually managed a circle. Pondweed got abuse for a Grand Old Duke run in which 

he marched them up to the top of the hill then marched them back down again; Anne received a makeshift temporary placcy 

tankard and a naming of Bob’s Crutch; Bouncer got one for b*ggering up so many peoples evening with the Airman Bob incident, 

the naughty calling incident, and getting back so late inconveniencing Angel, Pirate & Wiggy who couldn’t get changed; Rides It 

Baby for believing Bouncer on the false call; and Rik for the late change of next weeks r*n and stealing the tissue. Another 

Great Hash... 

#1852 Snowdrop, Lindfield - Psychlepath 

Is it just me or do the hares seem to be deliberately b*ggering stuff up with an eye on the awards? Although Riks credentials 

are rarely in doubt this was a superb effort starting with the late change of venue after Fox told us to p!ss off; setting trail by 

bike (old habits...) following injury, then not joining us on trail; putting loose cannon Keeps It Up in the driving seat, taking our 

tour of Haywards Heath off-trail in several places; setting the most townie hash of the year, and finally managing to arrange 

some appalling weather to wipe out whatever marks we coincided with! As we collectively struggled to find our way the clues 

were there (it won’t be down there because it says no bikes, but it might because Riks a hasher and can’t or won’t read), but it 

wasn’t too long before Coops and WS gave up and headed 

back, deciding that the trail by committee wasn’t for 

them. The rest of us gamely struggled round, joining up 

Haywards Heaths 2 parks, Clare & Victoria, before 

Bogeyman said ‘sod this let’s go to Riks house’, where an 

all-forgiving sip of Harveys was laid on. Back in the bar, 

hare had further redeemed himself by arranging a 

superb chilli supper, and the discovery that Hall & 

Woodlouse have finally got the message and created, not 

only something that isn’t just bitter, but a decent winter 

ale at that, set us up for a very pleasant evening. Down 

downs went to hare and KIU; Pondweed for arriving late 

and abandoning others to catch up, including Wiggy who 

got just desserts (and an H2O), getting lost early and 

aborting; and after a bit of discussion, as RA forgot why 

he was calling Rich up (something to do with Father 

Ted), St. Bernard for constantly overtaking the pack 

despite being a wa*ker. Another great hash... 

  



#1853 Hassock hotel – Rides It Baby & Anybody 

Severe weather took out only a very few which meant another good 

turn out for the Christmas hash, with the usual highly imaginative 

fancy dress outfits. The Bob Luck award for most outrageous get-

up had to go to Bogeyman for his ‘the works’ Christmas dinner 

cozzie featuring a turkey hat, a full thing of Brussels, as well as 

spuds and carrots (which kept banging his nads) all set off with 

Christmas lights! We’d been promised a short run so we could party 

longer and Pat delivered, with a 3 mile street route that somehow 

avoided any bling houses. Sign of the times I guess! We’d also been 

warned that there would be no sip, but after Local Knowledge’s 

efforts to reinstate it the week before hare obviously felt obliged, 

so we were treated to mulled wine on the way, giving us a respite 

from the rain and wind. 

Inside grub was once again pretty high standard and service 

efficient, especially considering the amount of people! With Mudlark confined to his pit with flu, the awards were distributed 

by Bouncer, Lily the Pink and Prof between courses, giving each an opportunity to shovel their nosh down. Format was basically 

hares and ‘hasher’ awards between starter and main, new boots and ‘hash’ between main & dessert, and the annual prizes post 

dessert (see below), before we were at last given the chance to dance! Another great Christmas hash! 

Hash awards 2013:Hash awards 2013:Hash awards 2013:Hash awards 2013:    
First up were Christmas hares RIDES-IT-BABY and ANYBODY. Longest hash nominations were Wiggy at the Bull, and winner 

WIGGY at Red Lion, Ashington. Longest individual runs (with an honorary mention to Pondweed and Keeps It Up) PETER PANSY 

and Penguin Shagger (absent despite LTP’s efforts), most weeks but specifically the Ram which they ran twice and still got lost 

on! Despite honorary mentions for Bouncer in Lewes and Lazy Toad, RIB managed to sneak in to claim shortest trail with 

tonight’s run. Spreadsheet was nominated (the Ram again) for shortest notice change of On Inn but that went to 

PSYCHLEPATH, with SPREADERS getting a ‘most impromptu’ award (Pondweed should have won for the Stanmer after A27 

closed but was also missing) for his Lewes trail rather than going to Littlehampton. A nomination went to Prince Crashpian & 

Malcolm for the sea swim but wettest hash went to LILY THE PINK for his Belle Tout just after last years awards. In 

addition to the trophy he received a mankini. First section concluded with most concrete - RIB’s Neptune in Hove winning 

despite a late effort from Psychlepath. 

After new boot Chris ‘SPERM WHALE’ was downed, the sip of the year went to LOCAL KNOWLEDGE for his 70th birthday & 

35 years of hashing party, which lead in nicely to the patriarch award of the Santa, and a special mention of his “we’re 

supposed to be a grown-up hash” comment! Recognition was made of Liam on duty in the Philippines, and Mudlark who should 

belatedly have won, but in his absence WILDBUSH finally received International Hasher of the year, in spite of all her 

moaning about not having received before! BOGEYMAN then received ‘most likely to 

succeed’ award having launched his own mug and had to knock back a down down through 

the nostrils of a pottery face seemingly full of cold! With wife Daryl, who confessed to 

finally having found an interest in running and bought all the gear since she started 

hashing with us, they have visited just about all the local hashes, earning her the name 

ROAMING PUSSY due to her feline like lack of loyalty to her home hash (Cider Woman 

& Captain Sensible were roundly rejected, although the patriarchs voice was loud for 

the latter)! Peter Pansy had posted on facebook during the day ‘bring on the down 

downs’ and was convinced (because we lead him to believe) that he had the Lost on trail 

award sewn up, but RIB’s SDW effort was decided on balance to be far worse! Invisible 

man award for lowest profile should really have gone to George Baxter, who left 

behind his Christmas cards at last years awards and hasn’t been seen since, but as 

LOUIS was actually here his sub 5 minutes appearance as hare to sink his down down 

earned him the beer he’d been clamouring for all night (as he’d offered to drink Rik’s!).  

Hash Crash of the year went to WHO’S SHOUT with his broken wrist on, yup, RIBs 

Neptune hash! There was a special mention for Spreadsheet as this years hash hero 

for driving and sitting in A&E once again! Saddleshaft was runner up for his lung 

problem, but AIRMAN Bob won Medical Basket Case of the year after his spinal operation. The hash arse for bad behaviour 

was well on the way to Peter Pansy, but WIGGY, always in the frame, stole it for once again barracking the RA as well as earning 

a ban from the Ship in Cuckfield! 

Prof took over for the final presentations starting with CHRIS TELLO for her discrete massages and cakes, as well as looking 

after Airman Bob over Christmas while Sheila is away, so it was decided that the hash burkha would help her keep a low 

profile. Then BOB’S CRUTCH finally received her 500th run tankard; KEEPS IT UP claimed the Mike Morris memorial 

cribbage trophy; and PIRATE (in Penguin Shaggers absence!) took the best dressed hasher award of a pair of size 15 trainers. 

The prestigious ON ON trophy was awarded to SADDLESHAFT who despite being unable to run, and restricted on the walking 

by his illness has still come along week in week out. Thanks were then offered to RIB & Anybody for the run; Rik for the music; 

Peter E for the plants and RA’s Bouncer & Lily the Pink, to wrap things up. 



REHASHING  (ctd.)REHASHING  (ctd.)REHASHING  (ctd.)REHASHING  (ctd.) 
#1854 Belle Tout, Lighthouse - Lily the Pink  

Numbers were way up on last year thanks to the traditional start time and the weather had sorted itself out for a brief respite 

as we set off over the edge from the lighthouse. Luckily it was the northern edge and we were soon heading up the track to 

Cornish farm. After a bit of mud, check took us up the hill for a long stretch by a fence which somehow Gomi and Wiggy had 

managed to get the wrong side of. Another spell of ‘straight on at the check’ later, we crossed the Beachy Head road and were 

briefly threatened with a route to Eastbourne while hare was muttering about short-cuts for all. When we came to the option 

though, there were no takers which left hare with the problem of sip stop management! Down the hill we farted around 

between the rocks and the hard places for quite a while until a particularly strenuous climb brought us up to the pub. Reversing 

the 7 Sisters marathon route we soon found ourselves at an excellent sip with whisky tots for all, Black Stockings arriving by 

car at the same time as the runners! The return to Belle Tout was obvious, arrival time depending only on how long you hung 

around the sip! Indoors an excellent chilli was served washed down with Beachy Head beer, while Bouncer as RA claimed 

responsibility for the clement weather. Lily the Pink earned his 100th tankard with an excellent r*n; Then virgins Paul & Ann-

Marie, and visitors Shitstirrer and Soggy Crack were downed. The Bogeyman numpty of the week award went to Black Stockings 

for her non-hashing approach; and things were rounded up with a race between LTP & St. Bernard, which the former edged. 

Thank you’s were given to John & Julia for opening up their house, Beer wench Dildo Ped, and Hamstring for the chilli, which she 

actually took a down down for as for once she’s not driving! Another great hash! 

 
Meanwhile, isn’t it a good job no-one listens to Bouncer who proposed a beach route:    
Part of a cliff along the East Sussex coastline has collapsed during storms. 
Coastguards said about about 9ft (3m) of the cliff at Birling 
Gap had gone into the sea during a tidal surge that hit the 
south coast. Solent Coastguard said extra barriers and tape 
had been put up make sure walkers were aware.  
A spokesman said the cliff edges were precarious and there 
were concerns the crumbling cliffs may attract fossil hunters. 
No-one was injured in the cliff fall, he added. Part of a cliff 
also collapsed into the sea at Rock-a-Nore, near Hastings, 
on Friday.Coastguards said properties at Birling Gap were 
believed not to have been affected, but the cliff fall was close 
to steps which lead down the shingle beach and which were 
also closed because of storm damage. Birling Gap, a dip in 
the cliffs near Beachy Head, has seen several cottages 
demolished during decades of coastal erosion. 
The Environment Agency has warned communities on the south coast to stay vigilant as heavy rain and strong winds 
continue throughout the weekend. The agency warned of high tides on Saturday and possible flooding along larger rivers. 

Ononononononononononononononononononononononononononon 

Life’s little disappointments part 1: 

    



REHASHING the CRAFT REHASHING the CRAFT REHASHING the CRAFT REHASHING the CRAFT     
CRAFT #65 – Southover Street – Testiculator & Ging Gang 

A somewhat early Christmas CRAFT (although not too early for 

Angel to be absent on her 4th Christmas do of the season) found 

us in the hands of Testi and his Good Beer Guide, and a bit of 

research on t’internet, having just returned from foreign parts. 

Trouble is there are so many different opinions on the web and 

what is a great pub to one person isn’t necessarily the same to 

another! And so, after failing to find the P trail from the station, 

which apparently left from the front entrance, I fell through the 

door of #1 Caroline of Brunswick, to see the hare not looking too 

convinced at his opening choice! There were lots of games to play 

but only one beer, Winter Sinner, worth a look so soon after KIU 

& Wildbush arrived, we decided that we were probably it for the 

night and set off for #2 the Greys. A much finer pub but I was 

lost as conversation focussed on advanced number crunching in 

the buying and selling of domestic erections. #3 Dover Castle enabled eaters to be sated and for some reason I wrote fish in 

my notes! By #4 Sir Charles Napier we were reduced to examining the papers as gurgitating occurred. Time seemed to be on a 

charge so we swerved #5 the Albion on hares advice and, as he’d stuck his head in earlier and found it good went straight to 

#6 the Hobgoblin. Testi said this was a completely different pub to earlier, now being rammed with youngsters & loud music. 

After the traditional standing in the way for a few minutes, we found some seats round the back just as it looked like it might 

get interesting between the two girls selling their wares from trays hung round their necks. Alcohol was on its own mission here 

as the candles became the main toy and the screwed up lyric sheets for “Fairytale of New York” (the closest thing we got to 

Christmas all night!), the main victim of our attention (which was lucky for the girl who’d left her shoes behind). Trains were 

now calling but so was the Old ale in #7 the Lord Nelson, so it was one for the rails and off we went home. 

ononononononononononononononononononononononononononon 

 

Drinking beer 

To my friends who enjoy a glass of wine and those who don't 

and are always seen with a bottle of water in their hand: 

As Ben Franklin said: In wine there is wisdom, In beer there 

is freedom, In water there is bacteria. 

In a number of carefully controlled trials, scientists have 

demonstrated that if we drink 1 litre of water each day, at 

the end of the year we would have absorbed more than 1 

kilo of Escherichia coli, (E. Coli) - bacteria found in 

faeces. In other words, we are consuming 1 kilo of poop 

annually.  

However, we do NOT run that risk when drinking wine & 

beer (or rum, whiskey or other spirits) because alcohol has 

to go through a purification process of boiling, filtering and 

fermenting. 

Remember: Water = Poop, Beer = Health 

Therefore, it 's better to drink beer and talk stupid, than 

to drink water and be full of shit. 

 
5 men sitting in a bar: Mr. Wenger, Mr. Mourinho, Mr. 
Rodgers, Mr. Moyes and Mr. Martinez. The first round of 
beers was on Mourinho, he bought a Portuguese beer to 
each of the others. The second round was on Martinez, he 
bought everybody a San Miguel. The third round was on 
Wenger, he bougt everybody a glass of red wine. The fourth 
round was on Rodgers, he bought a pint to the guys, except 
for Moyes. Then Mr. Moyes said; Hey guys what about my 
pint...??? Rodgers looked at him and said; Sorry David, this 
is the fourth round, and you are NOT in it.... 
 
What happens when you play country music backwards? You 
get your wife back, your dog back, your truck back, your 
kids back, your trailer back, your gun back... and your beer! 

    



2013’s dumbest 2013’s dumbest 2013’s dumbest 2013’s dumbest moments moments moments moments ----    social networking:social networking:social networking:social networking:    

    



WWWWhere those hash names came from:here those hash names came from:here those hash names came from:here those hash names came from:    
Another ‘tradition’ that has actually evolved rather than sprung from Mother hash is hash handles. Although they had ‘Horse’ 

Thompson (from school, long equine face), ‘Torch’ Bennett (shock of red hair like a flame) and ‘G’ Gispert, most of the others 

didn’t have names, and during the early days nicknames were often brought along from school, rugby clubs or elsewhere (such as 

Wiggy & Bunter).  There was one instance of a Mother hash naming when Arthur Broome became known as ‘Belukar’, Malay for 

secondary jungle, who started a hash jungle bashing group, where he would simply pick a compass point and hack his way in a 

direct line! Singapore H3 often dabbled with names just for fun on their r*n sheet in the mid-1960’s. Bob ‘Airman’ Luck started 

with SH3 and picked up his name as a result of his vocation. Other Far East clubs seem to have started with simple nicknames 

increasing during the early 70’s and it is felt that this was usually to protect the guilty, but by the mid-70’s at least all the 

mismanagement would have handles, although there still wasn’t a formal naming ceremony. Canberra and Germany both flirted 

with names, but perhaps first to make a conscious effort was Brisbane H3 with Chris ‘Leadballs’ Featherstone claiming 

responsibility for the practice and gems such as Yasser Crackafat and So Solli Mollo. Sydney hash benefitted from a highly 

creative duo, and God’s Father relates that “The reasons why the names took off was because of how clever they are.” Names 

didn’t need to be coarse or vulgar and in fact probably wouldn’t have succeeded if the Americans had their way. Hazukashii 

distances himself from their brand of naming: “The Hash in the USA has really gone nasty... meaning that the names are all just 

vile. Every name has to have Fuck, Asshole, Cunt or Dick in it... that is not Hash-like if you ask me.” 

The latest ‘retro-tradition’ divided Hash kennels and questions of whether to adopt or how to implement arose, with Hong Kong 

trying reversing hashers names, for example, Leonard became Dranoel, leading to Drain Oil; Isa H3 using poetry to reveal 

unadvertised dirt on the Hasher to be named; Fiji basing names on the local language; and PNG deriving names from common 

Pidgin expressions. Interestingly Papua New Guinea is practically a hash name itself, being called New Guinea as Spanish 

explorers thought the natives looked like those from Guinea in Africa, and Papua being the Malay word for ‘frizzy hair’! 

Nowadays, handles are firmly engrained in Europe and Scandinavia, invariably humorous and based on personal events or 

behaviour, although Brussels Manneke H3 has a random name generator on their website! In the UK many chapters took their 

time adopting the practice of naming, and then limiting naming to newer hashers, but inevitably cross-pollination has led to it 

becoming more common. Hash Gomi, Bouncer, Cyst Pit, Wildbush and Keeps It Up all arrived in BH7 with hash names. Others 

have picked up names from running with other chapters, particularly recently formed clubs, such as Pirate, Black Stockings and 

Red Slapper, or through their travels hashing with other chapters such as Who’s Shout and Local Knowledge. Older clubs have 

only recently got to a point where names are common such as Old Cousldon H3, where Sir Ray did a blanket naming of everybody 

at once for a weekend event! Another is East Grinstead H3 where names were practically non-existent years ago, and their 

usage can be tracked through their hash mags! Fortunately in the UK, the tendency for hashers to involve family has led to 

some fairly safe naming, and we would hope that continues in BH7!  

Next month: Categorising the names, ways of naming hounds, and pro’s and cons – full circle? 
Errata: a typo in last month’s issue had Dave ‘Hash Gomi’ Bos’s name deriving from Dutch. Gomi is actually Japanese. I think. 
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• My wife is a vet and loves to cook. I refuse to eat anything that she puts down in front of me.  

• Getting married on my wife's birthday was genius. Now I only get ear bashed once a year for forgetting instead of twice. 

• "Husband and Wife had a tiff. The Wife calls her Mum.. "He's fought with me again, I'm coming home to live with you!" 

Mother say's, "No Darling, he must pay for his mistake, I am coming to live with YOU!"  



In the news...In the news...In the news...In the news...    
Actor Paul Walker, 40, has died after the car he was in crashed, and 

burst into flames on an LA street. He will be best remembered for 

being in a car that crashed and burst into flames on an LA street. 

My son asked me the meaning of irony, I told him to watch "Fast and 

Furious" and then the 9 O'clock news. What’s more bent than Tom 

Daley? Paul Walker's spine. When I opened the 2nd door of my 

advent calendar this morning I didn’t expect Tom Daley to come out. 

I went to see The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night Time at 

the Apollo theatre last night. Woke up this morning with a thumping 

headache. I must have been plastered. An amazing performance, it 

brought the roof down. I thought I had booked to see Celine Dion. Turns out it was Ceiling Down, but it should have been called 

The Curious Incident of the Balcony in the Night Time. Good to see the £1 theatre restoration levy has been put to good use 

over the years. The dog did try to warn us after hearing a cracking sound by shouting 'Roof! Roof!' but no one listened. Should 

have been Pantomime at the Apollo....it's above youuuuuuuuuuuu. The last time I saw anything collapse like that was Tommy 

Cooper at Her Majesty's in 1984. I was sickened by what I saw...five quid for a bag of Maltesers? I used to go to the theatre 

for a night of refined, cultured entertainment enjoyed with folks of a similar maturity and intelligence. Watching the footage 

from the West End on the news makes me weep - everyone staggering round, totally plastered. Look on the bright side. London 

now has an open air theatre. First Glasgow, now London. It's about time someone told Lionel Ritchie he's going to have to stop 

dancing on the ceiling. Daily Mirror: Miracle At The Apollo. Has Michael McIntyre said something funny? Apparently, the BBC 

are already talking to him about fronting their new 2014 comedy series "Dive From The Apollo”. Live at the Apollo for the next 

six months - The insurance claim. Santa is going to have to be especially careful this year delivering presents to the West End. 

I've just received a bottle of that Lynx Apollo for Christmas. The top has broken off.  

2013 years and nine months ago, God visited the 12-year-old Virgin Mary in her sleep. When He left, she was bearing his one 

and only child. It's only a matter of time before Operation Yewtree catch up with Him.  

I'll never forget the look on my sons face when he unwrapped his present that morning. Or mine. I suppose I shouldn't have 

wrapped that puppy up in November.  

My wife gave me a note saying, 'iMac for Christmas please.' Anything to keep her happy, but I think it's called Veet now. 

I've just walked past Nigella Lawsons house and I must admit it's looking quite festive. Christmas tree all lit up, decorations 

covering the house and fake snow on the windows. Either that or she has just sneezed. She’s just released her brand new 

Christmas coke book.  

A-level mathematics: Question 3- There are four lines of equal length, how long will Nigella Lawson take in the bathroom?  

Ronnie Biggs has died, aged 84. This leaves National Rail as the last remaining Great Train Robber, with cheese sandwiches for 

£4.50.  Here are tonight's classified football results:- The Grim Reaper 1, David Coleman, nil.  

Did you hear about the Michael J Fox diet? A shake for breakfast, a shake for lunch, then a sensible dinner.  

The impending ban on incandescent lamps has hit the joke industry hard. As of January 1, 2014, the punchline to every light 

bulb joke will be changed to "Nobody knows! It's only been 7 years, the bulb isn't burned out yet!"  

How many Surrey residents does it take to change a lightbulb? None. Little point, really...  

Congratulations to Andy Murray the only person without a personality to win BBC sports personality of the year. It’s a bit like 

Miranda Hart winning shortest dwarf of the year! 

 
Now who the hell is going to play Morgan Freeman in his biopic, when he dies? 

I went to buy a new car today but they were shut...........apparently the Nissan Main Dealer died.  

Thousands have gathered outside Nelson Mandela House. Delboy has told em to fxck off! 

"Nelson Mandela dies at 95" Respect where it's due...That's 5 miles an hour faster than Paul Walker. 



Summing up 2013 in picturesSumming up 2013 in picturesSumming up 2013 in picturesSumming up 2013 in pictures............    

 

 

 



I keep reading 'The Lord of the Rings' over and over. I guess 

it's just force of hobbit. 

Just bought the extended version of The Hobbit. He's 7ft 2 

now. 

David Beckham has said if a film was made about his life he'd 

like Brad Pitt to play him. With Joe Pasquale providing the 

voice, no doubt.  

In other news, Google's "mystery barge" is under 

investigation. Investigators have entered the barge and are 

expected to return when the skin on their hands and dicks is 

completely rubbed off...  

Just seems wrong that the film Lincoln wasn't shot in front 

of a live audience.  

A Tesco store in Slough has been forced to lay on extra 

security staff to deal with bargain hunters fighting over 

reduced fruit and vegetables. Bloody disgusting, that would 

never happen up in Scotland.  

I'm writing a play about the invention of the tampon in the 

1930s. It's a period piece. 

My wife thinks I look a right idiot when I wear my Pork Pie 

hat. But not as much as when I wear my Scotch Egg ear 

muffs. 

What do Internet Explorer and Dora the Explorer have in 

common? They both take 30 minutes to do a simple task! 

FUN FACT: Golden Delicious was Granny Smith's porn star 

name.  

My boss asked me, "do you believe in life after death??? Yes 

I think so" I replied. "I thought you would," he said, 

“yesterday after you left to go to your grandmothers 

funeral, she phoned up to talk to you....."  

Aldi has launched a range of "Upperclass" meals, because 

nothing says class like a £5 lobster dipped in I can't believe 

it's not butter...  

I was talking to the local priest today, and he reckons he's 

got a direct line to God. How did he manage to get Bono's 

phone number?  

I once saw a dolphin with a girl from Croydon tattooed on its 

dorsal fin.  

I went back in history and changed World War II so the Cookie Monster killed Hitler by battering him to death with a 14 inch 

dildo. I love editing Wikipedia pages.  

There is a nudist convention on in town next week. I might go if I have nothing on.  

Just gone and bought the Lidl 3 bird roast. It's a pregnant chav holding a dead pigeon with a turkey twizzler up it's arse. I was 

talking to Doris, the elderly lady from the antiques shop in town earlier. "As you can see it's very dusty, and it's hardly been 

used." "Yes. Yes, I can see that. I almost sneezed then." "So..." said Doris, trying to make polite conversation, "just how long 

have you been a gynaecologist for then?" 

Justin Bieber 'retiring from music' is very much like a fish 'retiring from bicycle riding'.  

My mother gave me a copy of the Kama-sutra on my birthday. This put me in an awkward position.  

Two Catholic mothers are discussing their daughters. "My daughter is so popular, always on her phone, always on the internet all 

day long." said the first mum. "Yes, my daughter is popular as well, but she’s also very considerate." said the second mum. "How 

is she considerate?" "When she goes to bed, she turns her phone on silent, and all you can hear is it vibrating all night long."  

Dutch prostitutes want to enjoy the same retirement perks as professional footballers. I think they should ask for something 

better. After all they juggle two balls at the same time.  

Tip: POPPING candy and a Pritt Stick make a cheap alternative to Durex pleasure gels.  

Engelbert Humperdinck is releasing an updated version of his old classic to bring it inline with 21st century lifestyles. "Please 

Delete Me" is out on download tomorrow.  

My local church was on the news last week, after vandals spray-painted the 'number of the Beast' on the walls. It was the 

priest's phone number. 

My mates gave me a blow-up doll from Thailand for Christmas. It wasn't in its original packaging.  

My house has just been raided by the Police on suspicion of murder . Apparently my elderly next door neighbours over heard me 

saying I'm going to take Aunt Bessie out of the deep freezer and have her for our Christmas dinner.  

I phoned the vet to make an appointment for my unicorn, but he said in a very condescending voice that I should make an 

appointment with a psychiatrist. How can a psychiatrist mend a damaged hoof?  



 

This months roundThis months roundThis months roundThis months round----up from SPOOJ:up from SPOOJ:up from SPOOJ:up from SPOOJ:    
It has now been over two years since the London riots of 2011, and I imagine 

many of those involved are rueful of their actions at the time. Particularly 

those that didn't get an extended warranty for their electrical goods.  

M42 is closed as police negotiate with a man on a bridge What is it with 

coppers thinking they're entitled to a discount on the toll?  

I don't know why ITV bother to run advertisements for Wonga.com at 

midnight Surely Jeremy Kyle's viewers are all sleeping?  

My kids want a dog but I've refused to get them a Labrador. It's frightening 

how many Labrador owners you see that have gone blind.  

A bloke approaches Paddy and says: "Paddy will you take part in a race for 

charity?" Paddy: "I'm not as fit as I was and I can't really be arsed" Bloke: 

"Oh go on paddy it's for spastics and blind kids" Paddy: "Oh fuck it go on 

then, I could win that one" 
I accidentally bought my girlfriend a gluestick instead of a chapstick... She's still not talking to me. 

I can tell just by the shoes a woman wears if I'm going to fuck her or not. If she's wearing 3" heels or higher, I'm definitely 

going to be fucking her. If she's wearing nice comfy running shoes, I'm probably not going to be able to catch her. 

A Roman walks into a bar, sticks two fingers up to the barman and says, "Five beers please." 

INDIANS: The launch of the Indian Mars rocket had to be 

delayed today so that the pilot could finish his shift at the taxi 

rank. At least after the long journey to Mars I am safe in the 

knowledge that there will be a takeaway there. India didn't 

really launch a rocket to Mars. It's just a turban legend.  

Thanksgiving -  the day in 1621 when Native Americans shared a 

meal with undocumented immigrants who never left. 

A gunman managed to get a rifle into Los Angeles airport, 

injuring several. I blame the LAX security.  

"BT Sport announces an exclusive three-year deal to broadcast 

live Champions League and Europa League football matches in 

the UK." Man Utd fans have now cancelled their subscription 

and are opting for the history channel instead.  

In the news: 6 people have been arrested by police over match 

fixing, especially Internationals. A spokesman for the English 

FA has said. 'After a long and in depth investigations, it is with 

a heavy heart that I have to reveal the findings. We feel we must apologise to all England fans that the results of the 

investigation speak for themselves. We have found that there is no wrong doing, and we, unfortunately, have a shit team.' 

With the closure of the historic dock yards in Portsmouth, the Royal Navy has said their new warships will be the greenest 

ever and made from recycled materials. Empty Tennents cans. 

Star Wars auditions are being held in Norwich.. The producers figure they won't have to spend any of the budget on make up.  

Oysters off the South Coast have been infected with killer herpes virus. I think this now makes them the opposite of an 

aphrodisiac.  

ScotRail has brought in a 'no alcohol on trains after 8pm' policy. I'll bet that isn't 

popular with the drivers.  

McFly and Busted a super group? That's like combining the Tories and Lib Dems 

and calling them a government. 

So Mc Fly and Busted have joined to make the kiddie supergroup McBusted...I 

really hope my favourite artists, The Skids and Richard Marx join force. Not to 
mention Chris Rea & Dire Straits! 
According to the BBC a performance artist has been detained in Moscow after 

stripping naked and nailing his scrotum to the cobblestones of Red Square in a 

protest. Now that takes balls!!  

I was at a pub concert in Glasgow last night. Then the cops dropped in and broke 

the gig up. Who said pigs can't fly! 

Wanted: Bar staff for Glasgow music bar, must be able to work on a rota. 


